
HOW TO DRAW DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUBBLE WRITING ALPHABET

Free Fancy Bubble Letters (A-Z) to Draw - Free Large Images Doodle Letters MÃ¡s Fun Fonts Alphabet, 3d Alphabet,
Handwriting Fonts Alphabet, Block Letter .. Beautiful and creative typography can come in a variety of different forms.

As you can see, there's a variety of shading and lighting effects going on above â€” I was experimenting. Have
fun with your own alphabets! Most of the effects use pen, brushes and artist's gouache but here and there I've
done a bit of photoshopping, too. Study the style of your favorite artist and sketch the alphabet on the paper
using a pencil. His is the version I've based my own tutorial on. Copperplate style Copperplate is written with
a finely pointed, very flexible steel nib which opens and closes with pressure to produce thick and thin lines.
However, learning this script is well worth the effort. Use the pointed tip of the chisel to draw the lowercase
alphabet. Materials list: Black and gray Copic permanent markers Bristol paper 1. Write the alphabet using the
broad chisel tip of a black permanent marker to create the uppercase bold alphabet. In one form or another, it
was used in handwritten books for nearly a millennium. KSB art miniatures Calligraphy alphabets Samples of
various calligraphy alphabets are shown below to help your calligraphy. Create guidelines that are 1-inch
25mm tall. Italic, slanted Italic is a beautifully legible calligraphy alphabet, elegant without being fussy, and
has been taught for generations as the foundation of good cursive handwriting. Using dots and dashes of color
in the impressionistic pointillism style creates an optical treat as the energetic filler for hand-drawn letters.
Living in ancient Rome, you would have seen announcements, information or even rude messages written in
Rustic Capitals on the walls of the city, in just the same way as advertising posters or graffiti today.
Watercolor Puddlers Let puddles of watercolor create colorful, light and airy letters. I wanted to make bubble
letters actually based on a circle, rather than drawn as outlines round a standard Roman capital letter. The
process for each letter is described in three pages, starting here , or you might like this overview of
bubble-letter forms. The art of calligraphy depends on the scribe having an understanding of the proper use of
all three, on his knowledge of letterforms and on his skill and freedom in their use. The example above is more
rounded than a true Copperplate, with less thin-and-thick contrast than you'd ideally find. It's called
Copperplate because it imitates the very fine, heavily slanted scripts of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
engravings on copper plates which themselves were based on beautifully hand-drawn letters. That's it for the
moment. The above is a version of Gothic textura quadrata which means 'woven-looking', because it's
carefully done, and 'four-cornered', because the letters have a rectangular, blocky shape. Use the stylized
shapes on each alphabet letter. For much of that time it was strictly a calligraphy alphabet rather than a
historical script in that it was written out slowly and painstakingly to look as impressive as possible. This
works especially well with liquid watercolor. There is more on Copperplate in her follow-up on cursive
calligraphic alphabets, Italic and Copperplate Calligraphy. You can also explore a new look by wetting the
edges of the letters with a waterbrush to let the ink pool out. Uncial Uncial's rounded form owes something to
the Greek alphabet, and historically it's associated with the early Christian Church. Bubble letters, various
homemade :- Just for fun :- Arguably, bubble letters aren't a calligraphy alphabet. Using the brush end of a
gray permanent marker, add the shadow along the left edge of each letter so the light seems to come from the
right. Materials list:. Materials list: No. In fact, you can create easy to intricate letters from A-Z. Materials list:
Pencil Prismacolor markers 1.


